Thirteen chairs, thirteen fundamental needs

The chair—one of the most basic pieces of furniture. The prototype has four legs, a seat and a back. It holds your weight and supports an upright position for an extended period of time. But that is just the beginning. Chairs have been designed to serve countless additional purposes. From giving us a moment of privacy to helping us to connect. There is a chair for every need!

- Chairless chair by Noonee
- Body-Morphing chair by Kiki Erikkovara
- Stitch and Wooly by Susanne Westphal
- Woven Rocker by Tarboo and LMN Architects
- Hug chair by Gabriella Axatides
- Terra! by Studio Nucleo
- Valentina Throne by Sanserif Creatius
- Hush Pod by Freyja Sewell
- Desile folding chair by Christian Desile
- RD4 chair by Cohda Design
- Ballo by Chadwick Studio
- Bibliochaise by Alisée Matta and Giovanni Gennari
- Sway Rocking chair by Markus-Krauss
- Vintage Dining chair by Hugues Revuelta